[kasl_list] KASL/KLA Merge or Streamline Survey

I have had a chance to read the KASL/KLA Merge information sheet and understand the options:

Questions or clarifications that need to be considered:
I am in favor of merging with KLA as a section: *
- Yes, I like the idea of becoming a section with less preparation for conference
- Yes, if we can continue to receive funds from having our own conference
- No, I like KASL as a separate organization.

I am in favor of streamlining KASL by changing some of the roles and responsibilities of leaders and committees. *
- Yes, I think we could continue as our own organization if we just make some changes
- Yes, I would be willing to step up in a leadership role or become a committee member
- No, I think we would be stronger merging with KLA

Please add comments and suggestions that may help with our discussion at Council:
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